Let There Be Light!
There is nowhere light cannot go....

The Bible often uses the concept of light when referring to things that are just a little out of our reach; things that belong more in the realm of thought than in soil. “God is light,” says John; an “angel of light,” writes Paul; an angel “with a flaming sword” of light, observes the writer of Genesis.

The first mention of light that we have to think through shows up on the very first day of creation: “Let there be light,” commands the Lord, “and there was light.” (Genesis 1:3). This light appears to be special, because the sun and the moon (generally thought to be the origin and refector of free usable light on the planet) don’t appear until three days later in the creation week (verses 14 thru 19).

But light is not dependent on just a sun for its being. Light can be caused by many things, known and unknown. For instance, friction or pressure can cause light. Fireflies produce light by internally mixing chemical compounds.

The expression, “God is light,” appears to be a broader concept than was understood by people living 2,000 years ago. Are we to believe that God is restricted to the properties and boundaries of light? Heaven forbid, surely. Light has limits; God has none. If God were living in the center of our galaxy and had to rely on the fastest known form of travel, namely, the speed of light, to get around, it would take Him 30,000 years to take a journey from His house to ours. Based on our current understanding of the properties of light, if an angel were sent from the throne of God (at the center of our galaxy) to deliver a message to someone in the center of a neighboring galaxy, it would take somewhere close to half a million years before the message arrived. Well, you can see how interesting THAT would make things.

Light is the highest form of energy that a human being has the ability to knowingly sense and measure. Modern science dictates that nothing travels faster than light, and scientists have no time for anything beyond that which they can see, calculate and predict. Beyond this realm of what you and I call “normal” is where God lives and moves and has His being. This is the realm of the Spirit, for which there is currently no scientific measuring device. We don’t even know how to explain it, but just like the wind, we clearly see its effects; most notably, perhaps, in the changing of lives which were once embroiled in hopelessness.

Hopelessness engenders darkness; darkness engenders despair; despair engenders desperation, causing desperate people to do foolish things. It has ever been our business here at Mission World to spread the Word of hope. People need to hear that things are not going to continue as they have. Yes, things may get worse for a while, but they are going to get better.

The King is coming! The power of evil is about to come to an end. Life and love and liberty await us all. People need to know these things, and it is the sacred duty and privilege of humanity to be the lightbearers, picking up where Lucifer left off.

Light never gets tired. There is no place we can go where we may see light taking a rest. On its way through the cosmos light beats a neverending path of illumination, pushing back darkness as it goes to the farthest reaches of the universe.

Thank you for keeping the light of the Gospel shining. Our Father of Lights has been good to all of us these many years. Not long now. It’s going to get better—very soon!
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